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 HALF-WAY THERE 
Can you believe that half the year is gone, Just the other day we came into 2018? 

Now, here we stand boldly at July.  

Have you ever been half-way there and wanted to give up? Or does half-way there 

charge you up to keep going? For us, half-way there means taking stock of what we 

have done, sipping some water to refresh ourselves and then arising to continue the 

journey. 

The Lord has been good to us, this half-year and we continue to trust him for greater 

achievements as we race toward the reaching 50,000 youth mark.  

 

Alone we do 

so little; 

together we 

can do so 

much. 

-Hellen Keller 
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 Empowering future leaders 
 

Rites of Passage is not an 

event, it is the daily 

impartation of skills and 

knowledge to the youth 

about the transition stage 

they are at, and where 

they are going: adulthood.  

From Kicoshep School, to 

Jabali Elementary School, 

we endeavor to plant 

seeds of good values and 

virtue in our children as 

early as we possibly can; so that society can enjoy good leadership loaded with virtue and guided by integrity in the 

future. 

 

 Intentional parenting 
 The parent is the voice of hope for the child. It is critical for 

parents to see themselves as the guide that God rightly placed in 

charge of guiding, directing and affirming the children they have; 

especially in the tumultuous transition years. 

What then should a parent do?  

Anzaya Akatsa 

(pictured) in 

collaboration with 

Timothy Matheka 

and Felix Ochieng 

shed some light on the ways the parent can contribute to a smooth 

transition for their son/daughter. 
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With good communication, the relationship between the parent and 

teenager is strengthened. Using Acceptance &Affirmation the parent 

calls out the child to their destiny and purpose. In Availability and 

Authority- a parent exerts the authority given to them by God to direct 

and guide the teen in the way that is right. 

*Lessons from the ROPES Parent’s Manual. Get your copy TODAY!  

 

 Staff retreat 
This June, the Secretariat met for the mid-year review; which 

included celebrating what Tanari had accomplished, brain-

storming sessions and charting the way forward.  

ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

 We have reached 8,010 people, through our ROPES®, 

CPR©, Lifeskills and Camping.  

 67 institutions doing the ROPES® Program (59churches 

and 8schools) 

 20 institutions (primary, high school and tertiary) have 

been reached through CPR©. 

The Executive Officer Timothy Matheka took time to remind 

the team to pursue the values of Excellence and Community, 

in all the work they do, while the Programs Officer-Felix 

Ochieng charged the team to give their best, working as unto God and not man.  

We would like to thank the Mash Park Hotel for their hospitability.  

 Husika nasi 

Tanari Trust invites you to be part of its youth empowering mandate. We desire your support and love by linking us 

to schools, churches and institutions you know that need our Programs. We look forward to rigorous last part of 

the year. You are welcome to: 

1. Volunteer with us. 

2. Financially support our programs 

3. Offer expertise in the development of the proposed campsites 

Pray for the Board, Secretariat, Volunteers and Stakeholders involved in the empowering youth for life 
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